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LIST OF 8 BIGGEST PROS AND CONS OF ZOOS - QUESTIONS 

 

Use the dictionary to match the words with their meanings. 

a.  security  in danger of being harmed 

b. endangered  when something no longer exists 

c. poachers  to keep someone closed in a place, often by force 

d. extinction  something which is funny and entertaining 

e. roam  the state of being free from danger 

f. migrate  someone who hunts and kills animals illegally 

g. aggressive  when you travel to a different place 

h. confined  organised actions to achieve something 

i. amusement  when you travel about without an idea where you are going 

j. campaigns  a sum of money that is owed 

k. debts  behaving in an angry and violent way 

 

Questions 

1. Who is the author of this article?  

 

_______________________________________________________________  

  

2. Tick (✓) to show whether these sentences are True or False.    

 

  True False 

a. Zoos provide several benefits to animals including protection from 
illegal hunters.  

  

b. Animals have to hunt for food in zoos.     

c. The only reason why animals are put in zoos is to have people visit zoos 
to observe them.   

  

d. Zoos involve high costs to be maintained.     

  

 

3. Copy a THREE-word phrase which means that something could either help you or hurt you.  

 

_______________________________________________________________  
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4. From the text give ONE reason why there are anti-zoo campaigns.   

 

_______________________________________________________________  

  

5. From the article find ONE word which means:  

 

a.  keep watch over    

b.  people who hunt wild animals illegally     

c.  being destroyed so they no longer exist    

d.  move from one region or habitat to another    

  

 

6. This is an online article.  Give ONE reason to support this.  

 

_______________________________________________________________  

  

7. Who would be interested in reading this article?  

a. A reader who likes to read (romantic, informative, fantasy) articles.  

b. Give ONE reason why.  

 

_______________________________________________________________  

  

8. The article mentions endangered animals.   

Make a list of THREE endangered animals. Write ONE reason why each of these animals is 

at risk of extinction.  

 

ENDANGERED ANIMAL WHY? 
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